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Because the main house at "Walnut Grove" had evolved over a period of fifty years rather than having been designed and built as a single composition, it is a dwelling that has more character and charm than a sense of style. Its varied roofline, irregular fenestration and diverse architectural style reflect this organic process.

In plan, "Walnut Grove" is T-shaped, the base forming the north-south axis (approximately 60 feet) and the top being the east-west axis (approximately 80 feet), and it is really the integration of four separate structures built between about 1780 and 1830. The north-south wing, the oldest section, incorporates two, two-story log buildings constructed end-to-end with end chimneys and a central chimney. A two-story portico carried on five square columns runs the length of this wing; however, the irregular fenestration and randomly placed doors belie the attempted monumentality.

Sometime after 1825, a two-story, brick addition, approximately 24' x 48', was abutted to the northwest wing. It was subsequently connected to the detached kitchen, also a log structure, and this brought the overall depth of the east-west wing to about eighty feet. The two-story, Greek Revival style brick addition is the most architecturally prominent section of "Walnut Grove." The three-bay east facade with center entrance is a well executed exercise in proportioning window area to wall surface. An elliptical overlight, sidelights and paired colonnettes are skillfully incorporated into the entrance that is further emphasized by a one-story porch supported by square columns. The large-paneled, 6/6 sash windows have characteristic wood lintels with corner blocks. Two interior side chimneys (north elevation) provide fireplaces for each of the four rooms in this addition.

A certain architectural unity has been brought to "Walnut Grove" by the covering of the log sections with weatherboarding and painting the exterior of the entire house white. This was first done after the brick section was constructed, and the traditional exterior has been retained.

The evolution of the dwelling is important, log construction of early settlement having given way to the brick of an established period. The first two-story log section of four rooms (that abutting the brick house on the south) was probably built before 1783 and that which joins it on the south (also of four rooms) was added around 1800. At the time the building's size was doubled, it is thought that a detached log kitchen (now the west end of the top of the "T") also was added. These were joined after 1825 by the brick section built directly against the old log "houses" and connected to the kitchen by a frame addition.

The interior of the log units is not especially interesting, but that of the brick section has several notable details. The entrance door beneath the portico is surrounded by pilaster-type elements with a reeded effect that is repeated in the cornice both below and above the elliptical overlight. Although the stair in the center hall has plain balusters, its newel post and handrail are attractive, it has brackets in the string and is paneled on the first level to the height of the landing. Mantels are also detailed, as is exemplified in the reeding of the pilasters and around two indentations that flank a center panel with urn in the dining room.

As is usual for a large, nineteenth-century farm of this area, outbuildings proliferate. To the southwest of the dwelling is a two-story, four-room frame building that served as slave quarters and was probably constructed at the same
time as the brick section of the main house. This unit has been added to recently to provide modern conveniences that allow its use as a guest house. Other dependencies dating from the nineteenth century include a two-room frame office building and brick smokehouse to the west of the old kitchen section and a stone springhouse south of the dwelling.
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### SPECIFIC DATES

### STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Earnest settlement of what is now southeastern West Virginia began in the second half of the eighteenth century, but the area was still frontier and sparsely populated by 1800. Michael Erskine, Jr., builder of the log sections of "Walnut Grove," was among the pioneers, and Andrew Beirne, builder of the brick section and refiner of the whole, catered to that element and helped bring the area out of the frontier era. Beirne was a merchant who accumulated a sizeable fortune through business ventures that made goods available at the doorsteps of farmers and in general stores located at settlements over a vast stretch of countryside. As Andrew's renown grew so did his influence, and he served Monroe County in several state and national political offices. His son, Oliver, did not have political ambition, but he did continue to expand family holdings and is said to have been one of the wealthiest men in the Virginias after the Civil War.

Michael Erskine, Jr., and his brother-in-law, James Alexander, were among the first permanent settlers in what became Union District of Monroe County, having arrived from Augusta County, Virginia, in 1774. Alexander sold Erskine 221 acres of land that became the location of a farm and the site of the beginnings of "Walnut Grove." Here Erskine built the first two-story, four-room log house about 1783 and settled with his new wife, Margaret Hanly Paulee, a woman who had been captured by Shawnee Indians in 1779 while passing through the vicinity and was ransomed and returned some four years later. This man was among the leaders of a developing section; after Monroe County was formed in 1799, he played a part in having the county seat established near his home at the new town of Union, a community that honored Erskine among its first trustees.

In 1825 the property was sold to Andrew Beirne, a man who came to the United States from Ireland in 1793 and soon embarked on a business career as peddler-merchant. Ambitious and hard working, he channeled his Philadelphia beginnings into widespread operations on the fringes of settlement in Virginia, becoming wealthy through the dealings he had with farmers and artisans. Beirne had business connections in many established areas and traveled a great deal, obtaining goods in eastern cities and selling or trading them in the interior. Soon he set up stores at fixed locations while continuing to provide door-to-door services for the scattered populace. His type of activity was needed on the frontier, but those who ended in debt to this keen merchant often had to turn over some or all of their land. Beirne accumulated a sizeable acreage in Monroe County under circumstances that some would call less than honorable and others would refer to as sound business enterprise. His field of operation expanded to the west and south as he opened additional stores; eventually he even established a wholesale grocery outlet in New Orleans.

Andrew Beirne amassed a fortune of over one million dollars value as an
outstanding merchant, and the impetus of his undertakings helped develop his home area. Service to the community included the building of a grist mill and working on three turnpike commissions that helped open transportation links. He was a colonel of Monroe militia, member of the Virginia House of Delegates, State Senator, delegate to the constitutional convention of 1829-30, Presidential elector and twice a United States Congressman.

While Andrew set the foundation of Beirne family influence in western Virginia, it was his son Oliver, next owner of "Walnut Grove," who carried the name to its height in terms of economic and social standing. Like his father he had a head for business, or at least for amassing wealth through business dealings. Although a college graduate in medicine, he never practiced. It was his association with John Burnside in the New Orleans wholesale enterprise that proved most propitious, especially in its expansion to sugar planting. When John Burnside died in 1881, it is said that he left Beirne an estate in Texas and Louisiana that was valued at approximately $6,000,000. Spending most of his time in Monroe County, Oliver undertook ventures with several prominent residents that ultimately brought him ownership of the nearby Old Sweet Springs Hotel and control of this fashionable resort at which he lived during and after the Civil War. He had large Virginia landholdings and provided sizeable estates for his children. The Beirne mystique, however, apparently ended with him, and much of the accumulated wealth and property dissipated over succeeding generations. "Walnut Grove," though, remained intact, and the house and surrounding farmland still belong to Beirne descendants.
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